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Goal 

q A Raspberry Pi system is set up containing 
orientation sensors; it sends its gyroscopic 
data wirelessly via an Xbee to a nearby 
computer 

q The nearby computer uses k-means based 
machine learning to analyze gyroscopic 
data and detects any flaws with the 
orientation of the poles 

q  If issues arise, the user will be notified, and 
the machine learning algorithm will take 
appropriate measures to address the 
undesirable values 

q Solar Power apparatus is used as a power 
source 

q Design a device that can sense utility pole characteristics (tilt, 
orientation, wind speed, etc.) to try and predict utility pole 
failures before they occur 

q Design a communication scheme that can route utility pole 
characteristics back to a base station for evaluation and data 
processing 
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WUPIS: Wireless Utility Pole Integrity Sensor 

Research Challenges 

q What ‘characteristics’ of poles are important to structural 
integrity? 

q How can data be transferred to a base station? 

q How can the device be powered? 

q  Is the device feasible on a large scale? 

q How to protect the device from weather and damage? 

Motivations and Objectives 

q Machine training reveals three major regions 
that should be used to classify poles: Safe 
region, Uncertain region, and Dangerous region 

q Preliminary Testing results are promising – Pole 
data is successfully read and transferred to the 
base station for further analysis 

q Out of service utility poles can lead to power outages, which can 
leave thousands without power 

q Downed lines are also extremely hazardous to pedestrians 
v  Peoria, IL, 2015: 44,000 outages from damaged utility poles due 

to freezing rain and wind gusts [5] 

v  Branford, CT, 2015: 4,165 outages due to damaged utility poles 
[6], [7] 

q Device runs sustainably on solar power 
apparatus 

q Wind speed testing and other characteristics 
can easily be added to code at will 

q Would need to mount and test on actual poles 
for “true” data 


